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Background

The COVID crisis has been a difficult time and the current global 
situation disrupts our everyday life. This was heightened with the 
imposition of a lockdown in dozens of countries across the world.01

The Indonesian Government does not yet have a definite plan to 
open its border for foreign international arrival in November 202002
The Indonesian Foreign Affairs Ministry has suspended its visa 
exemption policy for short-stay visit, visa-on-arrival and 
diplomatic/service visa-free facilities for all countries03

Accordingly, BIG is proposing 3 scenarios for hosting 9th Plenary 
Meeting of UN-GGIM-AP.04



3 Scenarios for Organizing the Meeting

01

02

03

01
Scenario 1/Plan A

Physical Meeting
In Bali
November or December 2020

02
Scenario 2/Plan B
Virtual Meeting
November 2020

03
Scenario 3/Plan C
Virtual Meeting in 2020 and
Physical Meeting in 2021



Scenario 1: Physical Meeting in 2020

• Budget has been secured
• Potential Venue has been

contacted to check availability
• Professional conference

organizer contract’s has been
prepared

• COVID-19 status varies in member
countries

• Possibility of new policy pertaining
visa application

• Venue operation for hosting the
meeting subject to stakeholder
approval

Progress

Benefits
Disadvantages

1
2

3

• Face to face meetings tend to feel "clearer".
• It's much easier to build relationships and

connect personally
• No issues associated with the technology of

virtual meetings

• Uncertainty during
COVID-19 Pandemic

• Temporary travel
restriction for foreign
visitors to Indonesia.

• No health protocol for
large indoor gathering
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Progres

Benefits

Disadvantages

• Budget friendly
• Increased productivity and efficiency
• It allows to communicate with huge, dispersed groups

• BIG has been preparing IT logistics and
infrastructure to accomodate virtual meeting

• Issues associated with the technology and internet connection
• Limited interpersonal interactions

Scenario 2: Virtual Meeting in 2020
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Virtual Meeting Platform

FEATURES
Video Conference & Messaging
Network-based Recording
Support for Windows, Mac & Linux
Joint and Attend from Mobile Device & Web App
Realtime & Multimedia Sharing
File Transfer
.

HARDWARE SPECS
4 CPU Cores
8 GB Memory
100 GB Storage
2 Public IP Address
Internal IP Addres Gateway & DNS
2 Sub Domain

SECURITY
ISO 27001: Information Security 

Management System

ISO 20000: IT Service Management

ON-PREMISE
The Zoom On-Premise 

deployments, allow 

organizations to deploy 

meeting connector virtual 

machines within their internal 

company network. All meeting 

traffic is hosted in the 
organization's private cloud

LICENSE
Maximum of 350 Users (concurrent)
Up to 7 Pararel Sessions
Multiple Host
Add-on to accommodate 500 Extra Users

Meetings and Chat
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Progress

Budget has been 
proposed for next 
year event, subject 
to review and 
approval. 
BIG has been 
preparing for 
virtual meeting

Benefit
Plenty of time to
make
preparation for
physical meeting

Disadvantage

Budget need to be
secured, it will be
finalized in
November/Desember
2020

Scenario 3: Virtual Meeting in 2020 and 
Physical Meeting in 2021*

* Assuming that large indoor gathering and international travel would have returned to normal in 2021 
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COVID-19 Update in Indonesia
Total Cases

Daily New CasesCOVID-19 Risk Map

• The government has loosen social restrictions under the so-called
“new normal” policy since early June.

• It has now entered a transition phase in which gradually ease
restrictions on several sectors.

• Foreigners excluded from travel restriction are required to undergo a
compulsory 14 days quarantine upon arrival.

• People's movements from one region to another within the country
has been resumed.

• However, the daily new cases also continue to rise in many parts of
Indonesia

Ref: https://covid19.go.id/peta-risiko

Ref: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/indonesia/

https://covid19.go.id/peta-risiko
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/indonesia/


Thank you very much


